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				COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
Die Roll	Combat Odds
A	B	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	7:1

6	1	D	DR	DR	DR	DR	DR	DE	DE	DE	DE
5	2	D	DW	DW	DW	DW	DR	DR	DE	DE	DE
4	3	AE	-	D	DW	DW	DW	DR	DR	DE	DE

3	4	AE	AE	-	D	D	DW	DW	DR	DR	DE
2	5	AE	AE	AE	-	D	D	DW	DW	DR	DR
1	6	AE	AE	AE	AE	-	D	D	DW	DW	DR

Final attacking odds less than 1:4 are not allowed.  Odds can be no greater than 7:1.  Attacking is voluntary.  The 0 attack factor unit may join in an attack with attack-factored units (even on other hexes), being able to tactically advance after combat and also possibly denying enemy retreat hexes, but may not attack alone.  There are no mandatory attacks.

COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.
·	DR = Defenders ROUTED and Disrupted and must be withdrawn 2-3 hexes by Defender - only 1 hex in(to) Berlin for Germans, unless they want to withdraw 2-3 hexes.
·	DW = German defenders WITHDRAWN 1-3 hexes by German player.  They are not Disrupted if withdrawn only 1 hex, but are Disrupted if retreated 2-3 hexes.  For defending Russian units, read DW as a nonretreating D instead.
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED.  A defending German player - only - may instead voluntarily choose to retreat 1 hex and not be Disrupted, or 2-3 hexes and be Disrupted, and the Attacker must then advance accordingly.
·	- = No effect against either side.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) ELIMINATED.

Disruption:  A Disrupted unit may not operationally move or attack.  When Disrupted, a unit is faced toward the enemy.  Combat results against defending Disrupted units are individually read 1 column higher.  Berlin garrison units cannot be recovered from Disruption, and Hitler cannot be Disrupted.

Retreats and Advances after Combat:  A defending unit cannot retreat into a hex adjacent to a hex it was attacked from, unless there is a friendly unit in the hex and that is not under an as yet unresolved ground-attack itself.  (Just  bombardment doesn't block retreat.)  If a unit cannot retreat, it is eliminated by a DR (but only Disrupted by a DW) result.
The attacker must advance (if possible) attacking units at least equal in strength to the defenders into the vacated hex, if they retreat.  Tank and (pure) panzer units may advance 2 hexes through it, if the defenders are eliminated or in the path of a defender retreating more than 1 hex.  Units tactically advance regardless of Enemy Zones Of Control - see below.
No Retreat!:  In any battle, the Defender may give some or all his units No Retreat! orders, with the previously described combat results for being unable to retreat.  German units defending central Berlin are automatically under No Retreat! orders as are the immobile, defense-only Frankfurt defenders, Berlin garrison units, and Hitler( piece).

Defensive Terrain Bonuses - cumulative:
·	Hills:  Attacking odds against units on hills are reduced 1 column.
·	Forests:  The Russians do not get their +1 column Red Airpower combat shift against German units in forests.
·	Rivers:  Units defending behind rivers get a 1-column shift down in the combat odds, If more than half of the attack factors are attacking cross-river  Tanks and panzers attack cross-river at half their total units' value, with any fractions retained.  Shock armies and panzer, panzergrenadier and tank units moving to attack must expend an additional hex to cross a river.  If a hex is being attacked only cross-river on one hex-side and only across a defense line - see below - on another hex-side, it would still get a defensive shift.
·	Lakes:  Cannot be moved across, operationally or tactically, but units may make bombardment attacks across lakes.  Zones of Control are not exerted across lakes.
·	German defense lines:  German units defending behind their defense lines get a 1-column shift down in combat odds, if all Russian units are attacking across the line.
·	Major cities, Berlin, and Hitler:  In major cities, one German infantry or panzergrenadier unit gets +1 factor on defense - but not the Frankfurt defense unit.  In Berlin, each German inf/pzgdr unit gets the +1 defense factor.  Hitler's piece as a defensive factor of 3.

Russian shock armies  may only use their first attack factor if they do not have to move to attack.
Bombardment attack:  Instead of ground-attacking normally, infantry and shock units may bombard (without any adverse/AE consequences) at half strength - fractions rounded down - enemy units in an adjacent hex.  Bombarding units may not tactically advance after combat.
Tiger tanks! must be stacked with another unit, or they have 0 attack or defense factor.
German Reinforcements arrive at the start of a player's turn, Undisrupted, in the indicated R-no. game-turn (in their appropriate zone in a dual command game.)
Stacking limit - Hitler and the defenders of Frankfurt do not count against German stacking :	
The Germans may have 2 units in a hex, plus the Tiger tank unit.  The Russians may have 3 units in a hex, 2 of which can be armies and only 1 of which may be a tank army.  Units may not exceed stacking limits when moving, and if they would do so when tactically retreating, they are eliminated.  For example, if 2 were forced to retreat through a hex where 1 already was, only 1 could retreat.  During operational movement, both could go through a 1-stacked hex.
Operational Movement and/vs. Attacks:  During initial Operational Movement, infantry/rifle units can move 2 hexes to attack, German panzer and panzer grenadier units may move 3 to do so, and Russian tank units can move 4 to do so.  Disrupted units may only move 2 hexes, and they may not attack.  For all units, there is an Operational Movement Bonus of 2 additional hexes if not attacking.
Zones of Control:  The hexes adjacent to a defending unit (into which it could legally move) are its Zones Of Control - hereafter ZOCs.  ZOCs of any Disrupted unit with a defense factor weaker than 2 do not block operational movement at all.  The Frankfurt defenders, Berlin garrison units, Hitler, and the Tigers! unit have no ZOCs.  If a unit moves into the active ZOC of an enemy unit, it must stop and move no further.  A unit may not move from one active EZOC into another of the same enemy unit, with the following exception.
Minimum 1-hex movement - in all cases:  An Undisrupted unit may always make a 1-hex move onto a hex which is at that moment occupied by a friendly unit - even if that unit has just arrived or, if already there at the start of the phase, immediately departs thereafter.  Also, an Undisrupted unit may always make a 1-hex move out of one Undisrupted enemy unit's unoccupied ZOC into a different enemy unit's unoccupied ZOC.

Red Air Force:  All Russian attacks on German units get a +1 shift in the combat odds, unless the German units are in a major city hex or forest.

Supply:   Don't worry about it!  :-)
Setup and 1st Turn:  Historical starting Russian positions are indicated on the map.  The 28. Army starts the game Disrupted.  Russian units may not move to attack, if they are already adjacent to any German units.  The Russians get a +1 column attack bonus against any German units behind the first/easternmost defense line on the 1st turn only.
German units are set up anywhere a German player wishes, within their zone and within 2 hexes of the first (easternmost) defense line.  The Frankfurt defenders are on Frankfurt, the Berlin garrison units are in their respective outlying Berlin districts, and Hitler is in central Berlin.  Reinforcement units are placed on the turn record track in their indicated turns.
Optional game formats and Victory Conditions:
Dual command:  One player is the Russian/Zhukov (1st Belorussian Front) commander in the northern sector with the darker Russian units and the German/Graeser (4th Panzer Army) commander in the southern sector with the darker German units.  The other player is the German/Busse (9th Army) player in the north and the Russian/Koniev (1st Ukrainian Front) commander in the south.  The southern sector is all the hexes south of the hexes containing the black dashed demarcation line, and the northern sector is all the demarcation line hexes and north.  Zhukov's units can thus attack the top 4 Berlin hexes and the central hex.  Koniev's units can only attack the bottom 2 Berlin hexes and the central hex.  Enemy units which would be forced to retreat across the demarcation line are instead considered to be under No Retreat! orders.  The Koniev player should probably be on the west side of the board, since most of the German units are on that side, and vice versa.  German vs. Russian ZOCs do extend cross the demarcation line, even for the same player's units.
Victory Conditions:  The player whose Russian forces kill/capture Hitler first wins the game.  If Hitler hasn't been killed by the end of the 8th turn, the game is a draw.  The Zhukov player can win a SMASHING Victory, if he has already taken Frankfurt too.
Conventional command:  One player is the Russian player with all the Russian units, and the other is the German player with all the German units.  Although the German units must be set up on their respective sides of the demarcation line, once the game starts, they may be redeployed as the German player wishes, and German reiniforcements can be brought in anywhere along the western mapboard edge.
Victory Conditions:   The Russian player wins the instant he kills/captures Hitler.  The German player wins, if the Russian player doesn't win in the historical 8 turns.  The Zhukov player can win a SMASHING Victory, if he has already taken Frankfurt too.


GAMETURN SEQUENCE:
·	A. First - Russian or Zhukov/Graeser - Player(‘s) Turn 
·	1. Operational movement of player's (various) units.
·	2. Recovery from Disruption of opposing player's Disrupted units not being attacked.
·	3. Ground attack allocations, and then ground combat resolution and immediate tactical advances after combat and recovery from Disruption of opposing player's Disrupted units not re-Disrupted by the attack.
·	B. Second - German or Koniev/Busse - Player(‘s) Turn 
·	1. Operational movement of player's (various) units.
·	2. Recovery from Disruption of opposing player's Disrupted units not being attacked.
·	3. Ground attack allocations, and then ground combat resolution and immediate tactical advances after combat and recovery from Disruption of opposing player's Disrupted units not re-Disrupted by the attack.
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per game-turn by the owning player.  A unit may additionally be tactically moved more than once - advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent's combat resolution phase.

